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Last weekend, the Rose-
Hulman Math Department 
brought in two distinguished 
speakers to discuss the use of 
computers in mathematics. 
John Casti, from Technical 
University of Vienna, focused 
on the use of computers to 
model real-world problems, 
while Chris Pincock, profes-
sor of philosophy at Purdue 
University, focused on more 
theoretical topics.  Casti and 
Pincock were the featured 
speakers at the 22nd annual 
Undergraduate Math Con-
ference, which also included 
student speakers from Rose-
Hulman and other schools.
In his fi rst talk, Casti exam-
ined the problems in modeling 
complex systems of human 
behavior.  One example was 
a model of the Santa Fe bar 
“El Farol,” featuring weekly 
Irish music.  In Santa Fe, there 
are 100 Irishmen, and they all 
want to experience a piece of 
their homeland — but not if 
it’s too crowded.  Casti devel-
oped a computer simulation 
with 100 digital leprechauns, 
each with his own method of 
predicting the crowd.  If he 
thought there would be fewer 
than 60 people, he would go 
to “El Farol.”  Otherwise, he 
would drink at home.  Even 
with such a simple example, 
Casti found that it was im-
possible to develop a math-
ematical formula to describe 
the system’s behavior.  Many 
real-world problems involve 
similarly complex systems. 
Casti concluded that the fu-
ture of mathematics is in 
computer simulation, using 
the computer as a laboratory 
and solving problems with ex-
perimental data.
The conference also pro-
vided an opportunity for 
students to get some experi-
ence.  Justin Droba, junior 
mathematics major, said, “I’m 
planning on pursuing a Ph.D., 
so giving lectures on my work 
is something that I’m going to 
be doing a lot down the road. 
Might as well get comfortable 
doing that now.”  
Droba discussed the con-
jugate gradient method for 
solving positive defi nite sys-
tems of equations — systems 
whose matrices are symmet-
ric with all eigenvalues posi-
tive.   Droba showed that the 
conjugate gradient method is 
useful for solving very large 
systems because algorithms 
using the CGM run in linear 
time, and the work can easily 
be split up and run on several 
computers in parallel.
Jenn Guerard, senior 
chemistry major, discussed 
a recent research project 
in which she measured the 
photochemical properties 
of water samples from Pony 
Lake in Antarctica.  Guer-
ard was enthusiastic about 
her research: “This work has 
provided me with a valuable 
experience that I can apply in 
my graduate studies in envi-
ronmental chemistry.”  The 
talk mainly focused on her 
attempts to develop a math-
ematical model to describe 
the data she collected.
Continued on Page 3...
Seniors to the fore: Chemistry
Andrea Brown
Photographer
With graduation looming, 
seniors in the chemistry de-
partment are working hard to 
complete their research proj-
ects. Chemistry students are 
required to complete three 
credit hours of research for 
graduation.  While many opt 
to begin their research during 
their sophomore or junior year, 
research may be started at any-
time during the undergraduate 
studies.  Students participating 
in research were able to choose 
the focus of their research af-
ter talking to professors about 
their areas of expertise.
Professor Daniel Jelski, Head 
of the Chemistry Department, 
views research as an essen-
tial part of the undergraduate 
student’s growth. He says that 
students “learn by doing,” and 
these research projects give 
them a chance to work with 
“real-world chemistry” and 
problems which chemists in 
the work force deal with daily. 
The research also gives stu-
dents and professors a chance 
to work together.  The small 
size of the chemistry depart-
ment allows for a bigger bud-
get for each project and better 
focus on the student.  “Do as 
much research as you can,” 
senior Emily Mitchell advises 
underclassmen interested in 
chemistry research, “it gives 
you a hands-on learning expe-
rience that is infi nitely better 
than anything a textbook can 
give.”
Jennifer Guerard, a senior 
chemistry major, is currently 
studying the photochemical 
properties of dissolved organic 
matter (DOM).  Guerard says 
she has spent an average of 
6-10 hours a week working on 
the project over the course of 
the year.  
Jade Wamsley, another 
chemistry senior, is studying 
the human estrogen receptor 
with Mark Brandt, Assistant 
Professor of Chemistry, in bio-
chemistry.  Wamsley says she 
spends about 12 hours a week 
working on her research topic. 
Emily Mitchell is currently 
working with Luanne Tilstra, 
Associate Professor of Chem-
istry, studying the aggregation 
of insulin into microfi brils. 
Mitchell has been involved 
with the project since her fresh-
man year.  She says her early 
start with the project gave her 
a jump-start that allowed her 
to commit the amount of time 
to the project she is currently 
doing.  She usually spends 3-4 
hours a day on the project but 
can spend many more hours 
when needed. 
The amount of time a stu-
dent commits to research is 
nearly left to the student’s dis-
cretion: “Research takes up as 
much or as little time as you 
put into it,” says Guerard, “but 
the more time you spend on it 
the more progress you make.” 
As the seniors of the chem-
istry department continue to 
work on their research, se-
niors of the Civil Engineering 
department have their own 
projects to develop.  See what 
they are in the next install-
ment of Seniors to the Fore.
News Briefs
Peace force for Sudan
International chess legend Bobby 
Fischer was released from detainment 
in Japan this week when Iceland’s 
parliament granted him citizenship. 
Fischer was held in Japan for nine 
months for trying to leave the country 
using an illegitimate U.S. Passport.  
Fischer, an American, became 
famous for defeating  Russian master 
Boris Spassky in 1972.  He is currently 
wanted by the United States for 
violating sanctions imposed on the 
former Yugoslavia by playing an 
exhibition match against Spassky 
there in 1992.  Fischer is fi ling a federal 
lawsuit against the United States for 
invalidating his passport.
Fischer fi nally freed
The U.N. Security Council voted 
unanimously to authorize a 10,000-
man peace force for southern Sudan 
on Thursday.  The peacekeepers 
will primarily be sent to enforce an 
agreement between the Khartourn 
government and the southern rebels. 
The treaty ended the 21-year long civil 
war, a war that cost 2 million lives and 
forced 4 million people from their 
homes.
Friday
Rain 51 Hi / 38 Lo
Saturday
Cloudy 50 Hi / 38 Lo
Provided by www.weather.com
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by Alexander J. Clerc
Seth Case, of the University of Illinois, gave a talk on Coxeter 
groups and subgroup separability.
Andrea Brown / Photographer
Jenn Guerard, soon to at-
tend the Ohio State Univer-
sity graduate school pro-
gram, also gave a talk at the 
math conference recently 
held at Rose-Hulman.
Andrea Brown / Photographer
Emily Mitchell works in lab 
on a project involving the 
aggregation of insulin.
Andrea Brown / Photographer
Rose students win 
Goldwater Scholarships
Two Rose students, Mae Huehls and 
Angela Smiley, have been awarded 
Barry M. Goldwater scholarships. 
This national scholarship recognizes 
science students who plan to pursue 
doctoral degrees and perform 
research.
Three hundred twenty sophomore 
and junior students received this award 
nationwide.  This is the fi rst year that 
two Rose-Hulman students have been 
named Goldwater Scholars.  Huehls 
is a sophomore majoring in Applied 
Biology and Smiley is a sophomore 
whose majors include Computer 
Science and Mathematics.
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Available January, 1-4 Bedroom Apts & Houses.  Starting at $335/
month.  ROI Apts. 232-2466.
Apartments and houses
4 bedroom, 2 bath, dishwasher, central air.  $200 per student. 
East location has full basement with washer and dryer.  1 block 
off Wabash.  812-232-0372.  Ask for Phillip or Mary Kay Wilson.
Apartment for Rent
4 hours of your group’s time PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising 
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000  earnings for your group.  Call 
TODAY for a $450 bonus when you schedule your non-sales 
fundraiser with CampusFundraiser.  Contact CampusFundrais-
er, (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.
$450 Group Fundraiser Scheduling Bonus
CM 5037, 5500 Wabash Ave.





“Working to keep the Rose-Hulman community informed 
by providing an accurate and 
dependable source for news and information.”
The Rose Thorn is published on Fridays









































For MAY, SUMMER, and FALL. -Studios and 1-5 Bedroom 
Apartments and Houses. Our apartments are clean and well 
maintained. We specialize in affordable housing for respon-
sible students. Call Frazer Properties, 232-4486. Our tenants 
are our best reference. www.frazerapartments.com.
For Rent
Now Renting 3-6 Bedroom student houses for the 2005-2006 
school year. Central air, fridge, range, dishwasher, washer and 
dryer. Clean and well maintained. 9-12 month leases. Convie-
nient to campus. 24 hr. maint. in good areas. 478-9286 .
For Rent
Furnished one bedroom apartment available beginning Fall 
quarter. Nine month lease. $280 per month, includes utilities. 
contact Dr. Ditteon (CL104, Box 171, ext. 8247 or 299-5182) for 
more information.
For Rent
Studios, 1 to 4 bedroom units located on or near South 6th 
Street. Going fast! You’ll love the choices of these units located 
in well cared for vintage homes! Sharp Flats, LLC. Call for more 
info. 877-1146.
Sharp Flats, LLC
Want your own space at a great price? Check out Sharp Flats 
East! Walking distance from Rose-Hulman. 40 and Hunt Road. 
Features studios, effi ciencies, and 1-bedrooms. Prices $300-
$400. Call to view units 877-1146.
Sharp Flats, LLC
Updated weekly for your viewing pleasure.
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/thorn
Classifi eds
Looking for a single? Check out Sharp Flats East!
Great Value with Convenience!
Sign a lease before spring break, 
and lock in last year‛s prices!
New Seasonal Offi ce Hours:
WED 3-5pm, FRI - 3-5pm Or by Appt.




Now renting 2-6 bedrooms houses for the 2005-2006 school 
year.  Great neighborhoods, clean, good condition and close 
to campus.  All appliances provided, central air, hook-up for 




Graduating with student loans?
Learn about CONSOLIDATION
(Seniors only, please)
 3/29  5:30pm       Heritage Rm
 3/30  3:30pm      Heritage Rm
 3/31  5:30pm       PA Rm
She described several problems 
she encountered, illustrating the 
diffi culty in developing a theo-
retical model from empirical 
data.
Pincock’s talk, “When does a 
mathematical question become 
a philosophical question?” began 
with a brief history of philoso-
phy and some examples of some 
purely philosophical questions, 
such as “What is a number?”  Pin-
cock then examined questions 
that skirt the boundary between 
math and philosophy, such as 
“What constitutes proof?”  One 
key example was the four-color 
theorem, which claims that only 
four colors are needed to color 
any map such that no bordering 
countries have the same color. 
In 1976, two men from the Uni-
versity of Illinois proved the four-
color theorem with an exhaustive 
computerized calculation that 
took 1200 hours to color 1476 
maps.  When the proof was pub-
lished, many mathematicians felt 
that since it couldn’t be verifi ed 
by hand, it wasn’t a valid proof.
During the following ques-
tion and answer session, As-
sociate Professor of Computer 
Science David Mutchler asked 
why mathematicians didn’t ac-
cept the four-color proof.  “If 
we can prove through math-
ematical means that the algo-
rithm works, and we can prove 
that the hardware works, then 
why can we not use the results 
in our proof?”  Casti jumped in 
and explained why mathemati-
cians wanted a more transpar-
ent proof: “The four-color prob-
lem is not a pressing concern in 
cartography.  Mapmakers don’t 
care.  The value of that problem 
that problem is in understand-
ing the proof, and that’s exactly 
what computer proofs don’t al-
low you to do.”
Mutchler was happy with the 
discussion: “There were some 
fascinating issues raised here, 
and I think it’s amazing for a tiny 
school like Rose-Hulman to be 
able to bring in 100 or more un-
dergrads on a Friday afternoon 
to listen to these issues.”
Bridget Mayer
Staff Writer
Incoming students can look 
forward to their fi rst tuition bill 
next year — at least one aspect of 
it. Rose-Hulman administration 
announced February 25 that next 
year’s tuition will be increased by 
the smallest amount the school 
has seen in ten years. Annual in-
creases in tuition are usually the 
result of a need for institutional fi -
nancial aid, healthcare costs, and 
salary increases. While some stu-
dents and staff have worried that 
the quality of academics may be 
adversely affected by the change, 
administrators say that funds have 
been “repurposed,” not cut, in or-
der to achieve this low increase. 
President John Midgley gave 
two reasons for the low increase: 
a reduction in non-salaried, non-
academic overhead costs (funds 
were taken from nonacademic 
purposes and given to academic 
needs), and a major change in 
employee healthcare. Midgley 
pointed out that healthcare costs 
have increased rapidly over the 
past few years, and that very few 
universities absorb as much of the 
cost of healthcare for their em-
ployees as Rose-Hulman does.
“My monthly health insurance 
premium will be going up by $7; 
prescription prices and copay-
ment amounts are also going up,” 
said one staff member, and added, 
“I don’t think the change will be 
too signifi cant, unless you need to 
go to the doctor a lot.”
Rose-Hulman’s current health-
care provider is Principal Finan-
cial Group; more information 
on employee benefi t plans can 
be found on the RHIT Human 
Resources website. The school’s 
president also pointed to a de-
crease in money allowed for travel 
and general and administrative 
expenses. 
Money taken from nonacadem-
ic purposes will be distributed to 
the academic departments next 
year. For example, six new faculty 
m e m b e r s 
have been 









p r o f e s s o r 
salaries, al-
though Midgley mentioned that 
they will not increase as much as 
the administration had hoped. 
“We want to stay competitive in 
professor salaries,” he said. In 
addition, $600,000 will be spent 
on new laboratory equipment in 
almost every academic depart-
ment, supported by the Dean’s 
Equipment Fund. 
It will be diffi cult to tell if fi -
nancial aid packages for next 
year’s students will change as 
a result of the lower tuition in-
crease and fund reorganization, 
Midgley said. Financial aid pack-
ages are drawn from a $14 mil-
lion budget, the same amount 
as last year. This money comes 
from Rose-Hulman’s endowment 
and other institutional revenue. 
Midgley expressed interest in 
more fi nancial aid for students, 
but noted that “We don’t have 
the endowment for that.” Rose-
Hulman’s endowment, a pool of 
invested assets, the interest of 
which is used for aid packages, 
contains $63,000 per student. In 
comparison, other universities’ 
endowments can provide up to 
$600,000 per student per year. “As 
our endowment grows, we will be 
able to give more aid to students,” 
Midgley said.  
Currently, Rose-Hulman re-
ceives money from Lilly En-
dowment, Inc., which awards 
scholarships to talented Indiana 
college students. More Lilly Schol-
ars choose to attend Rose-Hulman 
than any other school, bringing 
with them signifi cant funds for 
the school. The Lilly Endowment 
is Rose-Hulman’s largest investor, 
and has also funded Rose-Hulman 
Ventures and the Homework Hot-
line.
A new grant from the Lilly En-
dowment is currently funding an 
award program that encourages 
professors to submit proposals of 
new ideas that could benefi t the 
classroom. The project, known 
as the Faculty Excellence Award, 
is already under way and several 
proposals have been submitted; 
monetary awards will total $50,000 
to $100,000 per year for successful 
ideas. Midgley hopes the program 
will cultivate programs that span 
the academic departments. 
Also in the works is a plan to in-
volve more students in the work-
ings of Rose-Hulman Ventures. 
Midgley denied rumors that Ven-
tures’ funding has been cut, say-
ing, “Ventures is being funded 
by two grants which total more 
than $50 million. We are looking 
to enhance and expand Ventures; 
right now, two faculty teams are 
working on the ‘Ventures Project 
Management Offi ce’, a program to 
increase faculty resources for do-
ing projects in industry.” Another 
new faculty development pro-
gram called “Collaboratory” will 
encourage professors to acquire 
tools for collaborative work—for 
example, internet-based projects. 
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h o m e w o r k 
help.” The 
Hotline is currently testing a new 
online tutoring program to de-
termine if it could benefi t middle 
and high school students. The 
Hotline has also applied for new 
money to continue to operate, 
noted Midgley. 
As for other changes to the fi -
nancial aspect of Rose-Hulman, 
students should expect to see a 
new position, Vice President for 
Enrollment Management; this 
position will merge the fi nancial 
aid offi ces and the admissions of-
fi ces, in the hopes they will both 
function more effi ciently. No one 
has been selected for the posi-
tion; however, Midgley hopes 
this move will enable the school 
to organize fi nancial aid pack-
ages more resourcefully. He add-
ed that he hopes to reveal more 
announcements regarding Rose-
Hulman’s fi nancial business and 
emerging programs soon. 
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It will be diffi cult to 
tell if fi nancial aid 
packages for next 
year’s students will 
change as a result 




Math conference, from Page 1
Angela Smiley
Staff Writer
As the quarter rolls onward, 
many students are beginning to 
make plans for the next academic 
year.  Some are fl ying out to in-
terview for jobs and internships; 
others are going afi eld, or even 
abroad, to visit potential gradu-
ate schools.  However, as many 
as a hundred returning Rose stu-
dents are going through a highly 
selective series of activities here 
on campus with the eventual 
goal of becoming a Resident As-
sistant or Sophomore Advisor for 
the fall.
This selection process in-
volves many events ranging 
from traditional interviews to 
more unconventional pursuits. 
During a March 19 workshop, 
prospective Resident Assistants 
built using Legos and explored a 
number of situations they might 
face as RAs, such as emergencies 
and problems of prioritization. 
This week, the candidates inter-
viewed with panels of current 
RAs and Eric Hayes, the Director 
of Residence Life, in forty-fi ve 
minute sessions designed to re-
veal the strengths — and weak-
nesses — they might bring to a 
role in the Residence Life staff. 
Candidates have also been par-
ticipating in less formal events 
over the past month, such as an 
Ultimate Frisbee game and so-
cial designed to let them get to 
know the current RAs better.
Chrissy Guidi, a junior Electri-
cal Engineering major and cur-
rent RA, stressed that the appli-
cation process was rigorous with 
good reason.  “It seems very cruel 
to sit there and drill every person 
about their weaknesses, but it’s 
absolutely necessary.”  She went 
on to remark that the process, 
like SA selection, involved the 
current RAs and solicited their 
opinions on each candidate.
Most applicants seem to feel 
that the selection is not too ardu-
ous.  “I think it’s a pretty fair pro-
cess,” commented Kyle Douglass, 
a sophomore engineering phys-
ics major.  Douglass, who is a cur-
rent SA, feels that the experience 
of working with the residence life 
staff has helped him to become 
more outgoing and meet more 
people.  However, not all RA ap-
plicants began as SAs.  Of the 40 
RA applicants this year, 14 have 
never been SAs, and six of this 
year’s 27 RAs were entirely new to 
the Residence Life staff.
Hayes, who coordinates the 
entire selection process, com-
mented that the most important 
quality in a potential RA was the 
ability to connect with the di-
verse members of their fl oor.  His 
desire is that RAs be “able to form 
a personal relationship with ev-
ery kind of person,” and most of 
the selection activities — many 
of which involve very social set-
tings — are designed to ascertain 
that ability.  In this regard, the 
normally tough competition for 
RA positions is more serious than 
ever.  “This year,” he remarked, 
“our applicant pool is the stron-
gest I’ve seen since I’ve been 
here.”
Applications for SA will be ac-
cepted through April 1, and the 
entire SA selection process runs 
somewhat behind that for RAs 
so as to allow the new RAs (who 
should receive the news before 
break) a voice in choosing their 
junior colleagues.  However, even 
the SAs will be notifi ed before 
they are required to submit hous-
ing requests for next year.
RA/SA selection begins
Tired of Studying?  
Treat yourself to a Steak Dinner!
(CORNER OF MAIN ST. 
& U.S. 40 - SEELYVILLE)
(812) 877-2314
RESTAURANT
Erik Hayes (Director of Residence Life) hangs out with Bob Urbe (an 
SA) and Andrew Getchell (a senior RA).
Alexander J. Clerc / Staff Writer
I love writing news
interviewing people, too
it is the greatest
Would you like to come?
copy-edit all the time
it is so awesome
My greatest joy is
writing stories for the Thorn
I love it all day
Always a good time
write stories for the Thorn, please
you’ll feel so sexy
ENTERTAINMENT4 The Rose Thorn
Jacob P. Silvia
Entertainment Editor
My roommate has a theory: if 
you have never seen “Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer” or “Angel” (both 
created by Joss Whedon), then 
you probably hate these shows, 
but if you have seen at least three 
episodes (in sequential order), 
then you will love it. Were I an en-
gineer, I would be convinced that 
this theory is true, as I have seen 
it happen at least three different 
times. Thus, if you’re reading this, 
and you have never before seen 
“Buffy” or “Angel,” you probably 
have not even read this far.
For those of you who have, and 
were not agog about “Angel” DVD 
releases, the fi fth and fi nal sea-
son of this show made it to DVD 
shelves recently, thus giving some 
closure to the “Buffyverse,” which 
includes two television shows, a 
not-so-hot movie, several serial 
novels, and Whedon-authored 
comic books.
The shows, originally targeted 
at the teenage female demo-
graphic, are appreciated by many 
more people than just this one 
group, including the gay commu-
nity (just under “Queer as Folk”).
“So what,” you might say, 
“some little girls and fashionable 
males like a show (or two), why 
should I?”
How about good writing, good 
acting, good musical score, good 
special effects (for a television 
show), good cinematography, 
good direction, and a marvelous 
mixture of drama, comedy, sci-fi  
and horror (just to name a few)?
So, here’s a challenge: watch 
three episodes of “Buffy” or “An-
gel” (make sure they’re in sequen-
tial order), and if you’re not abso-
lutely satisfi ed, I’ll contact a gypsy, 
who will, in turn, get you a soul.
Wow, a nice segue.
“Angel” is a television show 
(co-created by David Greenwalt) 
about a vampire named An-
gel (David Boreanaz), the vam-
pire with a soul. It is a spinoff of 
“Buffy the Vampire Slayer,” and 
the events in the show happen 
concurrently to those in “Buffy,” 
overlapping nicely for the last 
four seasons of “Buffy” and the 
fi rst four seasons of “Angel.” How-
ever, while “Buffy” takes place in 
Sunnydale, California, “Angel” 
takes place in the metropolis of 
Los Angeles.
While Buffy (Sarah Michelle 
Gellar) is a slayer of vampires (and 
the occasional demon, mayor, or 
robot), Angel is an investigator/
private eye, specializing in su-
pernatural cases. These generally 
end up with him killing a vam-
pire, demon, etc. His associates 
are a blend of old favorites from 
“Buffy” (Charisma Carpenter as 
Cordelia Chase, Alexis Denisof 
as Wesley Wyndam-Pryce, Mer-
cedes McNab as Harmony Kend-
all, and James Marsters as Spike), 
as well as some characters made 
for the show (J. August Richards 
as Charles Gunn, Amy Acker as 
Winifred Burkle, and Andy Hal-
lett as Lorne).
In Season Five, the evil law 
fi rm of Wolfram & Hart have giv-
en Angel and his crew a tempt-
ing offer: they can run the LA 
branch however they see fi t. This 
gives them unlimited resources 
for the big battle of good versus 
evil. However, just the same, they 
are at constant risk of being cor-
rupted by the law fi rm with every 
passing episode. As well, they’re 
put in a pickle, as most of their 
former enemies are now their 
clientele.
This is just one of Angel’s many 
trials being the new CEO of W&H. 
Included, he has a son who he 
had to abandon, the woman 
he has feelings for is in a coma, 
an associate or two plotting his 
downfall, and the biggest chal-
lenge of his (after) life: Spike.
Spike, a fan favorite from 
“Buffy,” plays a major role in the 
fi nal season of “Angel.” He threat-
ens Angel just by existing, being 
the other vampire with a soul. 
Angel worries about this at times, 
as there is a prophecy stating that 
the vampire 
with a soul 




its ugly head, 
and in reward 
will become a 
“real boy.” Ev-
ery day, Spike 







o f - a n - e v i l -
law-fi rm-ic.
Has Angel 




with evil on a 
day-to-day ba-
sis? Is Spike the 
new champion 
of good? Do some of our favorite 
characters die before the series is 
through? I guess you’ll just have 
to watch and see.
Granted, you would benefi t 
greatly by watching the previous 
seasons of “Angel” before watch-
ing Season Five, and by watching 
the fi rst three seasons of “Buffy” 
before watching “Angel.” And if 
that’s not enough, have no fear: 
Whedon is releasing a new comic 
book based in the “Buffyverse.” If 
you’re patient, you can get your 
fi x there, when it comes out, and 
not by resorting to the theatrical 
release or the serial novels (un-
less you’re a masochist, then go 
ahead).
DVD Review: “Angel” Season Five
Alexander J. Clerc
Staff Writer
I never knew that Rose-Hulman 
had such a good singing voice.
If you didn’t get a chance to 
check it out last weekend, then 
seeing this year’s Drama Club’s 
production of the musical Joseph 
and the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat is a must for your Eas-
ter week-
end plans.




b e t w e e n 
A n d r e w 
Lloyd Web-
ber and 
Tim Rice in 
1968.  It tells 
the Bibli-
cal story of 
Joseph, the 
12th son of 
Jacob.  The 
play itself is 
completely 
musical – in 
fact, there’s 
not a single line of dialogue. 
Here’s the short version of the 
plot: Joseph is his father’s favor-
ite son, and his 11 older brothers 
become envious of the attention 
that he recieves.  They sell Joseph 
into slavery and tell their father 
that Joseph was killed.  Joseph 
winds up in Egypt and quickly 
rises from rags to riches be-
cause of his talent for interpret-
ing dreams.  Meanwhile, famine 
strikes Joseph’s native land, and 
his 11 starving brothers come to 
Joseph in Egypt to fi nd help.  The 
brothers do not recognize Joseph 
in his princely attire and beg for 
food.  Through a simple test, Jo-
seph discerns that his brothers 
are now honest men and he for-
gives them, reuniting the family. 
The musi-
cal blends 
















p re s e n c e 
were both 
p h e n o m -
enal.  Alicia Gehlhausen (junior, 
CHE) lends her amazing voice 
as the narrator of the tale, keep-
ing the audience involved during 
scene changes.  And David Kaiser 
(senior, ME) portrays the pharaoh 
in a performance fi t for a king (or 
the king, if you’re from Memphis). 
And no one who saw this musi-
cal could forget the 11 brothers 
(Brandon Javella, Ben 
Mertz, Robbie Phelps, 
Matt Wittstein, Matt 
McLinn, JaMaal Gas-
sett, Martin Brenny, 
David Bander, Justin 
Jennings, Jared Aus-
burger, and Nick Sla-
baugh).  The brothers 
were all very talented 
and brought a great 
deal of comedy to the 
table.  And congratula-
tions to David Bander 
for the best cowboy-
face I’ve ever seen.
Technically speak-
ing, the set was well-
done; there were some 
really neat props, and 
the sound was great 
(near-deaf people 
like me appreciate it 
when the lead actors 
all have mics), but it 
was the lighting that 
really stole the show. 
This production uti-
lized the capabilities of 
Hatfi eld Hall very well. 
The pit was solid all the 
way through (props to 
the horn player) and 
the costuming was surprisingly 
elaborate.  I thought the creative 
and detailed costuming added 
greatly to the play.  I’m especially 
a fan of Potiphar’s zebra-skin at-
tire (I’m wondering where I can 
get one, actually).
The only part I can remember 
not liking was the 20-minute in-
termission.  It doesn’t take me 
that long to stretch, get a drink, 
and use the little boy’s room.
Anyways, if you haven’t seen 
this play yet, go this weekend.  It’s 
totally worth it.  Ticket supplies 
are running slim, so it would be 
wise to call ahead and reserve 
one.
Dreamcoat dazzles eyes
A message to you, fair reader:
Greeting and salutations, 
dear entertaiment seekers, this 
is Jacob P. Silvia, your Enter-
tainment Editor.
Sadly, this is my last real issue 
as the Entertainment editor, for 
our next issue is the April Fool’s 
issue, and after spring break, I 
will be Entertainment Editor 
no longer.
My replacement is none oth-
er than Mike Jones (who I re-
peatedly tell should change his 
fi rst name to Spike, altering the 
spelling of his last name), who 
you may have noticed has been 
contributing a series of music-
related articles. I am sure that 
he will do a superb job.
As we all go our separate 
ways in life, I ask that you re-
member one important thing 
while you go through the riga-
marole of daily life: please, 
please, please, make time for 
yourself to have fun.
Not everyone is going to get 
the sweetest, most awesome 
job, and not everyone is going 
to love what they end up doing 
with their lives, but as long as 
you leave time for having fun, 
life will not get dull for you.
If you can, fi nd what you love 
to do, and do that, be it a hob-
by, an occupation, or whatever. 
Don’t let anyone else other 
than you tell you who you are. 
That is your’s to decide.
Be what you want to be, and 
never give up. If you’re willing 
to give up, you don’t want it 
badly enough.
In closing, if you’re not abso-
lutely happy with who you are, 
what you are, what you’re do-
ing . . . fi gure out what’s wrong, 
and fi x it.
-Jacob P. Silvia
Rose-Hulman students performing the roles 
of Joseph’s brothers include (front row, left 
to right) Brandon Javella, JaMaal Gassett and 
David Bander; (second row) Matt Wittstein 
and Robbie Phelps; (third row) Matt McLinn, 
Martin Brenny and Jared Augsburger; and 
(top row) Justin Jennings, Ben Mertz and Nick 
Slabaugh










Directed by Kevin Sullivan
Starring Bernie Mac & 
Ashton Kutcher
Rated PG-13
Miss Congeniality 2: Armed
and Fabulous














 Stand by Me: Deluxe Edition
 The Final Cut
Box Offi ce Tops
1. The Ring Two
2. Robots
3. The Pacifi er
Angel and company venture out to free him of his 
puppet curse. How can you NOT want to see this show 
now?
tv.yahoo.com




All things considered, Josh 
Homme had no easy task com-
ing into writing and recording 
Queens of the Stone Age’s new 
album, Lullabies to Paralyze.  
Their previous release Songs for 
the Deaf enjoyed all-around criti-
cal and commercial success. It’s 
diffi cult to follow up a successful 
album without added issues, and 
Homme was not that fortunate. 
Predictably, guest drummer Dave 
Grohl did not return for Lullabies 
to Paralyze. Mark Lanegan, who 
appeared on the last two QOTSA 
albums, also opted not to return. 
Less expected was the ejection of 
bassist and the only other per-
manent member of the band, 
Nick Oliveri. Naturally, this raised 
concern from fans with respect to 
the new album. To make things 
easier, Homme (who’s never 
alone in his musical endeavors) 
contracted guest appearances 
from numerous musicians, most 
notably Billy Gibbons of ZZ Top. 
Unfortunately, the album sim-
ply lacks the power of the band’s 
prior releases. 
The album opens sluggishly 
with “The Lullaby”. Although it 
does include guest vocals from 
Mark Lanegan, who is a fantas-
tic vocalist, the song is disap-
pointing as an opener. Luckily, 
“Medication” picks up where the 
album should begin. Much more 
like their last two albums’ open-
ing tracks, the only disappoint-
ing thing about “Medication” is 
that it’s only two minutes long. 
Fast paced and simple, “Medica-
tion” will certainly satisfy long-
time fans of the band. The fourth 
track, “Tangled up in Plaid” is 
wonderfully eerie. Homme’s vo-
cals excel, and are evocative of 
the un-caged style of Songs for 
the Deaf. “Burn the Witch” con-
tinues with the subtle creepi-
ness. Lanegan appears again for 
backup vocals on this track, and 
his deep tone adds depth to an 
otherwise mediocre chorus line. 
The album loses power in the 
middle, led by two seven-min-
ute songs that consist of mostly 
repeated, distorted guitar lines. 
“Someone’s in the Wolf” is ba-
sically a noisy guitar solo with 
some mediocre vocals mixed 
into the background. One song 
of this kind could be dealt with, 
but following it is “The Blood is 
Love.” This track is a repetitive 
sludge throughout, very reminis-
cent of a former track, “I Lost My 
Headache.” Both of these songs 
halt the force of the album, and 
a forceful sound is what QOTSA 
is known for. Homme seems un-
willing to take center stage on 
the longer tracks, and his vocals 
are distorted into an unyielding 
stream of noise. The last tracks 
of the album fade away in medi-
ocrity, ending with the another 
boorishly lengthy song, “Long 
Slow Goodbye” 
The loss of Oliveri is notice-
able. Queens of the Stone Age 
have always benefi ted from a re-
lentless assault of heavy riffs and 
illicit lyrics to match the attitude 
of those riffs. Homme cited “bad 
behavior” as an explanation for 
Oliveri’s discharge. The problem 
is that bad behavior seems to 
be what fueled the things that 
were  intriguing about the band. 
Some of the songs on Lullabies 
to Paralyze even sound some-
what sappy, which just doesn’t 
work for the band. Homme is 
much more interesting as a vo-
calist when he’s singing about 
puking on the bathroom fl oor 
than about anything sappy. Bad 
behavior just works for Queens 
of the Stone Age. Without that, 
the appeal is lessened. The result 
is Lullabies to Paralyze, a slow-




If you happened to fi nd your-
self in the Student Union last 
Tuesday, then you probably saw 
– and heard – the radio voice of 
Rose-Hulman, WMHD 90.7 FM. 
We set up a promotional table to 
let everyone know that WMHD 
is now being played over the 
speakers in the Union. We also 
asked students and faculty to 
fi ll out surveys regarding their 
thoughts on the station. The last 
time we did a survey like this was 
several years ago, so we thought 
it was time to get a more accu-
rate picture of how the station is 
viewed and how it could be im-
proved.
The results of the survey were 
fantastic – 199 responses with 
some really helpful comments 
and ideas. We’ve compiled all the 
results, and we’d like to take this 
opportunity to address some of 
the common ones:
“I don’t have a radio, so I never 
listen. Maybe you guys should 
have a webcast.”
We’ve already got you covered 
on this one. We host a Real Au-
dio stream so you can listen to 
WMHD anywhere, anytime. To 
access the stream go to our web-
site (http://wmhd.rose-hulman.
edu) and click the ‘Listen’ link at 
the top of the page.
“You need to be on all the 
time.”
The station does broadcast 
24 hours a day. We do our best 
to have a live DJ in the studio as 
much as possible. When there 
isn’t a human in the station our 
Unattended Broadcasting Sys-
tem automatically plays music 
from our databases.
“Sometimes I like what I hear, 
but sometimes I don’t. Is there a 
show schedule out there some-
where?”
The schedule on our website 
(http://wmhd.rose-hulman.
edu/schedule) will always have 
the most up-to-date information 
about the shows being played.
 
“The online schedule is hard to 
read. Can you clarify it?”
Yes, on the web site’s schedule 
page we just added a new link to 
a printable version of the sched-
ule. This version contains show 
names, times, genre, and DJs it 
all on one easy-to-read page. 
Print it out, and tape it up next 
to your radio!
“The reception is bad.”
This was a big problem in 
years past, and we got a bit of a 
bad reputation for it. But, start-
ing two years ago we received 
a power upgrade from the FCC 
and we moved from the tower 
on top of BSB to one in West 
Terre Haute. So now we should 
be heard clearly from anywhere 
in Terre Haute and on campus.
“I enjoy the wide variety of 
music you play, and the fact that 
you play music that isn’t heard 
on most mainstream radio sta-
tions.”
Thank you. Our diversity is 
something we’re very proud of. 
As a completely non-commer-
cial college station, we are in the 
somewhat unique position of 
being able to play the kinds of 
music we want to without hav-
ing restrictions or obligations.
If you still have any com-
ments, questions, or complaints 
but you missed your chance to 
fi ll out a survey we still want to 
hear what you have to say. You 
can visit our online forum (go 
to our homepage and click on 
the ‘Forum’ link at the top of the 
page) to let us know what’s on 
your mind. Finally, don’t forget 
to check us out on the air at 90.7 
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S t o r e  H o u r s . . .
Mon-Wed: 9am - 1am
Thurs-Sat: 9am - 2am
Sunday: 12pm - 12am
1234 WABASH AVE.
It seems that last week’s arti-
cle regarding the now-infamous 
“DePauw Sucks” t-shirts has 
struck a chord with the campus 
community.  As such, I’d like to 
add my  thoughts on the topic. 
The thesis of the letter that in-
cited this controversy stated that 
the environment at a Rose-Hul-
man sporting event was not fi t for 
children.  The decisions regard-
ing the ways in which to raise a 
child ultimately rest with the par-
ents.  As such, the parents should 
take responsibility for making 
sure their children are brought 
up in a manner that the parents 
see fi t.  In the end, it is the parent 
who should decide whether any 
environment is appropriate for a 
child. 
Because the choices regard-
ing what children are exposed 
to resides with the parents, it is 
only fair that parents accept that 
responsibility.  People have dif-
ferent standards of decency, es-
pecially with regard to children. 
Because of this, it’s unrealistic 
to expect environments to tailor 
themselves to any single parent’s 
vision of decency.  
Problems arise when confl ict-
ing views of decency are forced 
on any group by another.  Acqui-
escence is not always the best way 
to handle these matters.  Instead, 
I feel that the patron should be 
aware of the environment he or 
she is entering and be prepared 
for what may come.  As such, 
leaving an offensive environment 
is always an option.
The fi nal word on what will 
happen regarding the matter dis-
cussed in last week’s Thorn has 
been decided.  But the issue of 
personal responsibility is one I 
feel needs a close look.  Problems 
are much harder to solve if peo-
ple aren’t willing to discuss them 
from all angles.  I’d like to see a 
little more discussion in future 
incidents of this kind.
What can I say?
O r i g i -
nally, the 
shirts said “De-
Pauw Sucks”.  The shirts 
offered to replace them say 
“Beat DePauw”.   In last week’s Thorn, 
a Terre Haute community member   wrote 
about the inappropriateness of the above slogan. 








Like many of my fellow stu-
dents, I felt strongly compelled 
to respond to the letters submit-
ted by Mr. Ellis and Dean Gus-
tafson in last week’s issue regard-
ing our “DePauw Sucks” t-shirts. 
For a few minutes immediately 
following my reading of the let-
ters, I was frozen in a stunned 
silence. Then, the anger and dis-
gust welled up in me. So natural-
ly, I plopped down in front of my 
computer and began to write. As 
I discovered more and more rea-
sons for my incredulity, I began 
to realize the sheer might of my 
pen would shake this statement 
to its very foundations.  While I 
understand the immediate reac-
tion of the esteemed Mr. Ellis, 
his super lawyer power of rea-
son, not to mention constitu-
tionality, should have kicked in 
long before grinding out such a 
foolish letter.
Mr. Ellis is “upset that they 
[his children] had such a visible 
opportunity to read it [DEPAUW 
SUCKS] at Rose-Hulman.” Un-
like my grasp of square brackets, 
Mr. Ellis’s impression is terribly 
confused. Contrary to what he 
and, I guess, many other people 
think, Rose is a college that edu-
cates college age people. Now, I 
am not sure how far removed Mr. 
Ellis is from his undergraduate 
education, but perhaps he has 
forgotten, or through some un-
fortunate accident, never 
learned, how to have 






c o m -
p e t i t i v e 
at colle-
giate games, 
w h i c h , in turn, some-
times means insulting the 
habits of the other team. I don’t 
know if any of you “adults” out 
there have ever experienced 
this, but let me guarantee you 
that it makes the games a lot 
more entertaining. Sorry, but it’s 
the truth. 
The honorable Mr. Ellis goes 
on to condone such displays of 
the “S” word in state universi-
ties. To this I say, “What makes 
us better than other college stu-
dents?” Just because we want to 
work hard and really succeed 
later in life does not mean we 
are totally devoid of our social 
needs. Just as the students on 
your March Madness TV screen 
are going nuts for their team, so 
too do Rose students enjoy the 
pleasures of cheering our team 
to victory and the opposition to 
defeat. 
My bar-passing opponent-
at-law then goes on to mention 
how he would have been less 
surprised to see Rose students 
at the game “wearing sport 
coats and ties.” Wow. Do I really 
need to tear that one down, or 
does it do it itself? Mr. Ellis, just 
because you have your precon-
ceptions of this fine institution, 
does by no means indicate that 
they are acceptable or correct. 
Once again, we are college stu-
dents preparing to enter the 
stuffy world of suits, cubicles, 
and courtrooms. We aren’t there 
yet, nor are we in any rush to get 
there. Once again, excuse me if 
slow passage of time has too far 
removed you from your college 
experiences.
Finally, both Mr. Ellis and 
Dean Gustafson maintain that 
Rose students should be held 
to a higher standard than oth-
er students. Here’s a relief: I 
completely agree! We have and 
will continue to excel and beat 
down the competition in the 
classroom, lab, and workplace. 
But when the work day is over, 
we will be just like every other 
person and party hard, if not 
harder. It is possible to maintain 
high standards in one aspect of 
your life while fi tting in with 
the guys in another. If we breed 
ourselves to think we are better 
than all other people socially, 
not only will life (like DePauw) 
SUCK, but we will be unable to 
function in the workplace and 
at home.
In closing, we don’t want to 
have to set an example in all as-
pects of our lives, Mr. Ellis. It’s 
too hard to keep up the one we 
already have. At the end of the 
day, when the classes are over 
and the homework is done, we 
need to vent some steam. And if 
the outlet we have chosen is too 
“embarrassing,” “shocking,” and 
“astounding” for you, I’m sure I 
could tick off a few more that we 
could pick up that could bump 
you up to “offending,” “unbe-
lievable,” and “appalling.”
In regard to last week’s 
opinions on students’ “DE-
PAUW SUCKS” shirts, I am 
sorry we offended the Rose-
Hulman and Terre Haute 
community. However, I’m not 
sorry we made the shirts and 
wore them to the basketball 
game.
Last Thanksgiving break, I 
went home and attended the 
Big Game with a high school 
friend.  (The Big Game is the 
most anticipated football 
game of the season between 
two prestigious Bay Area col-
leges, University of California 
Berkeley and Stanford Univer-
sity.)  My friends and I were 
seated in the Berkeley student 
section with our blue and 
gold paraphenelia, and if you 
thought “DEPAUW SUCKS” 
is offensive, then you should 
attend a Big Game.  Many 
students wore shirts that said 
“Fuck Stanford” plainly on 
the front or in 10 different 
languages on the back.  Ev-
erytime a Stanford fan in red, 
young or old, walked into the 
Berkeley student section, they 
would begin a chant: “Take off 
your red shirt!  Take off your 
red shirt!  Asshole!  Asshole!”
Needless to say, I was 
shocked at the behavior and 
demonstration of my suppos-
edly fellow peers.  Then again, 
I attend a small engineering 
college in Terre Haute where 
the biggest news of the day 
is who fi nished their home-
work fi rst.  Rose students will 
never  have that sort of enthu-
siasm at any sporting event, 
at least not while they’re so-
ber. I’ll sheepishly admit that 
I participated in the jeering 
and cheering, but do I regret 
it?  No.  And probably those 
20 students wearing those 
“offensive” shirts don’t regret 
that either.  In fact, I wish our 
athletic events were that ex-
citing and entertaining.
I don’t think it’s fair for an 
administration to curb our 
enthusiasm, and I don’t think 
we should let other people’s 
opinions bar our expressions 
of support for our student 
athletes.  We’re young adults 
and hopefully will outgrow 
our childish antics one day. 
But while we’re still in college, 





I would like to address some 
issues associated with the ar-
ticle published last week in the 
“Senior sto the Fore” series on 
chemical engineering.  While I 
appreciate the press given to the 
chemical engineering depart-
ment and its seniors, I observed a 
couple problems with the article. 
Firstly, the project listings did not 
cover the scope of senior projects 
available.  Secondly, the article 
lacks of depth and content that 
a reasonable size department 
deserves.  Last, but most impor-
tantly, the three girls interviewed 
in the article were all from the 
same sorority, which is extremely 
unlikely if the sample is random-
ly chosen in the population. 
Given the author is also from 
that sorority, I can see it is quite 
convenient to interview her fellow 
sisters for the article.  However, 
journalism is not about conve-
nience; it is about providing an 
accurate portrait of the subject 
matter.  In this case, the author 
has sacrifi ced an accurate portrait 
for a slightly less strenuous task, as 
fi nding who are the seniors only 
involves asking around in the de-
partment lounge, or looking it up 
on the course roster.  This blem-
ishes my image with the Thorn, 
which has consistently provided 
outstanding and fairly represen-
tative student opinions. 
I suggest for future articles that 
involves with sampling students’ 
opinions should be more repre-
sentative of Rose as a whole, not 
entirely composed of one indi-
vidual group or entity.   The stu-
dents should be chosen in a more 
random fashion instead of inter-
viewing whoever is conveniently 
available.  The student body will 
be grateful of your conscious ef-
forts in providing accurate and 
representative information to the 
Rose community. 





It’s  C O L L E G E 
Letter to the Editor
Letter to the editor
After reading the two let-
ters in the March 18th Thorn, 
I was so upset I had to sit 
down and write this.  While I 
can understand how people 
want us to be ‘upstanding, 
positive role models’ in the 
community, it horrifi es me 
that we’re expected to be 
‘better’ than other members 
of the community.
Mr. Ellis should know that 
if he is coming to a basket-
ball game against our rivals, 
on our turf, we shouldn’t be 
expected to sit quietly in our 
seats knitting.  We should 
not have to behave differ-
ently due to the fact that we 
are brighter than 90% of the 
population. 
I’ve been saying ‘sucks’ 
since I was 8 years old, and 
you can tell how awfully I 
turned out.  I would expect 
censorship at a state school, 
since the government con-
trols what is done there, 
however at a school such as 
Rose our freedoms (espe-
cially of speech) should be 
encouraged.  Noone seemed 
to complain about the shirts 
here until an ‘infl uential’ 
community member com-
plained.  It sickens me that 
because someone of impor-
tance (A law-
yer?  Gasp!) 
has a prob-







So I guess 
what I’m try to 
say is that I challenge 
you, administration.  No 
more #1 banners because we 
might seem conceited?  No 
more DePauw Sucks shirts 
because a rich guy had a 
problem with them?  Shame 
on you.  I came to this school 
in part because of the school 
spirit, and I promise you, 
mark my words, you will lose 











Rose-Hulman                    12
vs. Mount Union              10
March 20
Rose-Hulman                    6
vs. Mount Union              1
Rose-Hulman                    6
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2nd of 8 teams
Women’s Tennis (9-5)
March 19
Rose-Hulman                   9
vs. Thomas More            0
Rose-Hulman                   6
















Saturday, March 26 
Rose-Hulman
vs. 
St. Francis - 11 a.m.
Manchester - 2 p.m.
Saturday, April 2
Rose-Hulman
vs.  Case Western
9 a.m.
Track
Saturday, March 26 
Rose-Hulman
hosts William Welch 
Invitational
Noon
Upcoming    
athletic 
events
 in 1:12.5 for another re-
cord.  Sophomore Mandy 
Hecker topped eight run-
ners and broke another 
Engineer record with a 
time of 2:24.83 in the 800-
meter run.  
Hecker also claims the 
fastest 800-meter time 
from the indoor season at 
2:27.15, and also owns the 
indoor record one mile run 
time of 5:22.47.
In the opening running 
event of the chilly after-
noon, Susan Nickol and 
Luisa Fairfax competed in 
the fi rst women’s 3,000-
meter steeplechase in 
school history.  Nickol fi n-
ished the event in 13:09.11 
to put the record on the 
books.  She placed only 20 
seconds behind the experi-
enced DePauw runner who 
placed fi rst in the event.
The men’s team compet-
ed successfully in the Early 
Bird Meet as well, earning 
fi ve fi rst places in the fi eld 
events and six overall.  
BJ Esarey won three 
events for Rose-Hulman.  He 
earned fi rst place in the long 
jump with a 19’-6 1/4” leap 
and cleared 34’-5 3/4” in 
the triple jump for another 
win.  He tied with freshman 
Thomas Rieves with a fi rst-
place 5’ 10” high jump.
In the pole vault, Tristan 
Clark and Brian Page both 
jumped a 13’ 1 1/2” bar, but 
Clark earned the tie break.  
Senior Casey Adkins 
hurled the javelin 142’ 9” 
for the fi nal fi eld event win, 
and freshman Jacob Moore 
ran the 400-meter hurdles 
in 1:02.2 to secure the sixth 
Engineer victory.
Rose-Hulman hosts the 
William Welch Invitation-
al next Saturday at noon. 
Teams from Albion College, 
Denison University, Franklin 
College, Illinois College and 
Wabash College will travel 
to Rose-Hulman for the fi rst 
scored meet of the season. 
The invitational, held at the 
William Welch Track and 
Field Complex, is named 
for the Engineer head coach 
Rose-Hulman women’s track and fi eld sets 
seven school records at Early Bird Meet
*Financing with approved fi nancing through HFS. **Financing with approved fi nancing through TFS.  †$400 rebate is in addition to any other rebates or incentives: ends 
3/31/05.  See dealer for details or go to www.toyotafi nancial.com/fi nance/college_grads.html
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Teams in bold denote 
winners.
Games in bold denote 
home games.
Sophomore Ashley Bernal broke three school 




en’s track and fi eld team 
started its outdoor season 
with a bang.  Hosting the 
Early Bird meet last Saturday, 
seven school records fell and 
an eighth was created.   De-
Pauw, Hanover, and Millikin 
traveled to the William Welch 
Track and Field Complex for 
the unscored meet.
Sophomore Ashley Bernal 
led the Engineers by break-
ing three records, including 
one running, one relay, and 
one fi eld event.
Bernal hopped 31’ 11 1/4” 
to break the triple jump 
mark.  Then, she joined three 
runners on the record-set-
ting 4-x-100 meter relay. 
Freshman Britt Hofmann, 
sophomore Kathleen Stynes, 
and junior Alicia Gelhausen 
teamed with Bernal to move 
the school record to 51.00 
seconds in the 4x100 meter 
relay.
Finally, Bernal went on to 
set a record in the 100-me-
ter dash with a 13.2 second 
fi nish.  Gelhausen placed 
just 0.1 sec behind Bernal 
in the 100 dash to slip un-
der the previous record as 
well. 
The women’s team broke 
a total of three outdoor re-
cords in the fi eld events. 
Hofmann landed a 15’ 
0” long jump and Stynes 
cleared an 8’ 0 3/4” pole 
vault to add to Bernal’s 
triple jump record.  Stynes 
also earned a fi rst place in 
the high jump at 4’-9 3/4”.  
The duo also owns indoor 
fi eld records.  Hofmann is 
the indoor long jump re-
cord holder with a 16’ 3 
3/4” mark, while Stynes’ 
best pole vault is 8’-2” and 
her top high jump is 5’ 0 
1/4” for two more records.
The women’s javelin 
event was won by freshman 
Janel Belton with a 77’-
9” toss, which is good for 
fourth on the all time list.
Freshman Katy Evert ran 
the 400 meter hurdle event











They don’t have the word “Technology” in their name.
They pay less than $30,000 a year… losers.
Much like the past two weeks here, I haven’t been writing 
their top tens.
Random attorneys support them at basketball games.
They just swing that way.
Their mom is so fat…
No matter how hard they try, they just can’t hold their alcohol.
Because they can.
They never even had a 2015 forum to shut down.
Rose gave them hell.
-Aaron Meles
The Little Line o’ Litigious Lard: The content of The Flipside is intended to be purely humorous, and it does not represent the opinions of the Rose Thorn or Rose-Hulman 
Institute of Technology. It doesn’t represent anybody’s opinions. Did someone say, “Indubitably?” All material is copyright of its owner. I really need to get a new catchphrase. 
Volume 40, Issue 21 Friday, March 25, 2005If only Hertz was here to see this...
Herbig’s Pun of the Week
Chemists have a solution for every problem, but sometimes 
they compound the issue.
“We got interrupted talking about the clitoris...hell of a place 
to get interrupted for two days.”
--Prof. Brophy, taking care of the clitoris
“The authors are freakin’ mathematical morons.”
--Prof. Sherman, participating in peer review
“Everything is not French Fries.  There is deep meaning to 
that.”
--Prof. Mech, on heat transfer
“And darn if the guy didn’t stop, buy a chicken, and tie it to the 
gear shaft.”
--Prof. Graves,  describing his vacation
“I don’t know if John has a low sperm count.”
--Prof. Ingram, questioning the masculinity of a student
“It’s a voltage divider- it’s burned in my soul, and I like it.”
--Prof. Cornwell, who’s into that sort of thing
“I have unfair coins too; I probably should tell you this.  But I 
only use them for good purposes.”
--Prof. Evans, who uses her powers for awesome
“throw claude”
--A possible answer on one of Prof. Anderson’s quizzes
“...and once you get through all the fetish sites, you might fi nd 
a real biological picture.”
--Prof. Martensen, who gets through all the fetish sites
“You get a bunch of fat Chinese kids, which is not a good 
thing.”
--Prof. Casey, who hates fat Chinese kids
“There is a reason for mechanical engineers, and that is to cool 
your circuits.”
--Prof. Herniter, an ME fan
“Well, the grader got busy with your papers over the weekend.”
--Prof. Graves, on graders getting busy
“I’ll pull that mask clear down your face and smother ya.”
--Prof. Sherman, threatening a student
“By the way, do these glasses make my butt look big?”
--Prof. Artigue, who looks good just the way he is
“...and we have a transparency of naked people. Racy.”
--Prof. House, corrupting his students
Send your prof quotes or other humor material to
 fl ipside@rose-hulman.edu
I Don’t Like Titles
Alexander J. Clerc
WARNING: This piece contains graphic descriptions of bleeding nipples.
I don’t like titles.  Titles are hard to think of.  I have to 
think up some stupid title every time I write one of these 
stupid things.
I don’t like writing.  Thinking up words, putting them 
together in sentences, singing those damn schoolhouse rock 
songs to yourself so you don’t mess up the grammar.  I’m glad 
I don’t plan to write for a living.  Instead, I plan to make a 
living off knowing a lot about electricity.
I don’t like electricity.  Ever since I got into a fi ght with 
an outlet as a kid (the outlet won when I tried to kill it with 
a fork), I knew that electricity and I would never be friends. 
Tomorrow I have to take three tests so I can pass more classes 
so that three years from now someone will give me a piece 
of paper that says I know a lot about electricity.  At least this 
weekend is Easter…
I don’t like Easter.  Around Easter time, I always fi nd 
myself searching for Jesus, but all I ever fi nd is a stupid plastic 
pastel egg shell with a tootsie roll inside.  And this Easter, it’s 
supposed to rain.
I don’t like the rain.  I went for a nice run this morning 
but it was cold and it was raining.  The cold, cold rain made 
my shirt cling tightly to my body and rub it raw as I jogged 
through the woods.  When I came back and took my shirt off 
to take a shower, my nipples were bleeding a little bit.
And now I don’t like nipples.
This Day In History
In 1955, Allen Ginsberg’s Howl 
is confi scated by customs for 
obscenity. Ginsberg was re-
portedly starving, hysterical, 
and destroyed by madness.
In Addition
Has anyone seen my blue 
folder?  It’s kind of ratty, 
held together with tape, and 
full of RPG notes.
Wacky Prof Quotes
Hertz
